TRAVELLING BY CAR TO PATRAS

The circular road providing access to Athens International Airport is Attiki Odos, a high-speed toll motorway, connecting the airport to Eleusina (or Elefsina) and then to the main Athens to Korinthos / Patras road. After approximately 2hours and 45 min drive (from the airport) you will arrive at Patras toll post. From there you can drive either to the Conference hotels (Achaia Beach Hotel, Tzaki Hotel), the University Hostel at Kastelokambos, or to the University Conference Centre. See also the map below.

FOR DRIVING TO THE HOTELS and HOSTEL

pass through the tolls in the entrance of the city; continue via the motorway and after approx 1 Km follow the exit right for city centre (do not continue towards Pirgos); when you reach the first set of traffic lights (there is a TOYOTA car dealership in that corner), turn right into Digenis Akritas street; for Tzaki Hotel follow this road straight up to its end and you will see the signs and the hotel at your right. For ACHAIA BEACH Hotel and the HOSTEL immediately after crossing the railway lines, turn right again; after approx. 500m at your right you will see the University Hostel and after 100m you will see sign to turn left for the Achaia Beach hotel.

FOR DRIVING TO THE CONFERENCE CENTRE

immediately after passing the tolls (stay at the right hand side booth), take the exit to the right; follow the road to the first roundabout and the University Conference Centre and University Hospital is subsequently signposted.